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How do you assess the effect of the
Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) on
your company's future business?
1.4%
6.6%

28.8%

47.3%

More than one third of German
companies in China see a positive
effect of the Belt and Road Initiative
(BRI) on their future business, while
more than half of respondents report
no significant effect or no opinion.

16.0%

Very favorable

Favorable

No significant effect

Negative effect

No opinion

Not right
now, but
we are
considering
/preparing
to
17.3%

Does your company partner with
Chinese business partners within
BRI affiliated projects or is it in any
other way engaged in BRI?

30% of respondents are active in or
considering to engage in BRI projects.

No
69.9%

Yes
12.8%

Low relevance to own industry/business
model

54.7%
32.9%

Lack of suitable projects
Insufficient information available on
potential projects etc.

20.4%
11.1%

Lack of potential business partners
Lack of transparency in public procurement
and tendering
Lack of trust in potential business partners

6.2%

What are the main reasons for your
company not to engage in any BRI
affiliated project?

Excessive regulatory framework

5.8%

(Only respondents who are not engaged in
BRI or considering to)

Insufficient access to project funding
Political instability in potential project
location countries
Other

8.9%

4.0%
2.7%
6.2%

Of those who are not engaging in BRI,
just over half state a low relevance to
their own industry or business model,
but a lack of suitable projects and
insufficient information are among
the top 3 reasons not to engage.
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19.0%

Automotive

18.0%

Construction

(Only respondents who are engaged in BRI or
are considering to)

15.0%

Logistics
Energy (production,
distribution, storage)
Business Services / Financial
Services

10.0%

Rail and shipping technology

10.0%

Agriculture and foodstuff

What is your company’s area of
involvement in BRI?

11.0%

2.0%

Other

What is the current stage of the
project?
(Only respondents who are engaged in BRI or
are considering to)

Of those who are engaged in BRI or are
considering to do so, nearly half are
already involved in concrete projects
while 55% do not have a specific
project idea yet.

German companies’ involvement in
BRI covers a broad range of areas,
with automotive, construction and
logistics together accounting for more
than 50%.

15.0%

2.8%
5.6% 16.8%

19.6%

55.1%

Completed
Implementation (advanced stages/second half)
Implementation (early stages/first half)
Planning
No specific project idea yet

Where is the project located?
(This and all following questions: only
respondents with specific projects)

Other
27.7%

China
72.3%

China is the main location for BRI
related projects. However, a quarter
of respondents engage in BRI projects
outside of China, especially in
Southeast and Central Asia, but also in
Europe and Africa.
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Acquired within
another BRI
associated
country
2.2%

Combination
of both
23.9%

How did your company acquire this
project?

Other
15.2%

Acquired
within China
58.7%

Over 80% of projects were fully or
partially acquired in China.

“Team up with Chinese
partners and have
direct contact with
other BRI countries”
(Machinery/Industrial Equipment, Beijing)

Is your company engaging as a
subcontractor/supplier to another
company and is that company of
Chinese origin?

No, we are not engaging
as a
subcontractor/supplier.
44.7%

Yes, we are engaging as a
subcontractor/supplier to
a Chinese company.
46.8%

Nearly half of German companies
engaging
in
BRI
do
so
as
subcontractors or suppliers to Chinese
companies.

“Find a suitable
partner”
(Machinery/Industrial Equipment,
Shanghai)

Yes, we are engaging as a
subcontractor/supplier to a
non-Chinese company.
8.5%
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In what respect is the project
beneficial for your company?
43.5%

41.3%

39.1%

15.2%
6.5%

Increased market
Strengthening
Increased market
access in BRI
cooperation with access in China
associated country Chinese partners

The majority of respondents find their
BRI involvement beneficial as a way to
increase market access in China,
other BRI associated countries or
both. Apart from that it is also
perceived as an opportunity to
strengthen cooperation with Chinese
partners.

Other

“Be more proactive
with relevant Chinese
stakeholders”
(Machinery/Industrial Equipment, Beijing)
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German ChamberCooperation/coordination
of Commerce
in China | North China

German Chamber of Commerce
with
partners at project location in China | Shanghai

Landmark Tower 2, Unit 0818
8 North Dongsanhuan Road
Chaoyang District, Beijing 100004
Tel. +86 10 6539 6688
chamber@bj.china.ahk.de

Regional
diversification

36.4%

29/F Gopher Center
No. 757 Mengzi Road
Huangpu District, Shanghai 200023
Financing
Tel. +86 21 5081 2266
chamber@sh.china.ahk.de

Operational difficulties

Chinese investment requirements
Other

Room 1903, Leatop Plaza
32 Zhu Jiang East Road
Tianhe District, Guangzhou 510620
Tel. +86 20 8755 2353
chamber@gz.china.ahk.de

29.5%

Cooperation with Chinese general

Contact Person
contractor
Ms. Jana Kumpf
Deputy Chamber Manager
Survey Design and Analysis
German Chamber ofSecurity
Commerce issues at the project
in China | North China
location/Political
instability
Tel. +86 10 6539 6661
kumpf.jana@bj.china.ahk.de

34.1%

German Chamber of Commerce
in China | South & Southwest China

25.0%
18.2%
13.6%
4.5%

What risks and challenges do you
perceive about the project?

More than a third find cooperation
with partners at the project location
as well as financing to be a challenge
and risk.
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